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Abstract
We propose a localization approach in urban environments
based on correspondences between street photographs and
a 2D GIS. Assumption of vertical facades and use of va-
nishing points theory allows extracting a partial geome-
try from the images : angles and width ratios between fa-
cades. This information is then transformed into GIS que-
ries, which result in a layer of every possible pose for the
camera. Wrong poses are then discarded based on consis-
tency criteria, using road layer information or building
layer information that has not been used before. Even-
tually, combination of possible poses coming from several
images of the same site result in a unique pose, the true
one. We show results of our experiments based on real data
of Nantes city, France.

Keywords
Augmented Reality, Geographic Information Systems,
Pose computation, Vanishing points, Correspondences bet-
ween image and model, 3D Model.

1 Introduction
Onsite GIS applications meet an increasing demand in ur-
ban environments, for retrieving, creating or updating geo-
graphic information. Such applications always require a
precise localization of the user. While geographic informa-
tion is usually in 2 dimensions, 3D building models be-
come available as well as facade textures and also street
pictures if they can be registered in the GIS frame. Need
for accurate and reliable 3D data becomes serious in the
field of urban planning in a context of sustainable develop-
ment. Moreover, tools for 3D virtual exploration of cities
grow popular [1], but they are limited by 3D data low ac-
curacy and coverage. Interaction with 3D data brings new
challenges, to which Augmented Reality seems to be a pro-
mising solution. Geographic data is overlaid in real time on
pictures of a scene, which demands a real time registration
of a camera frame in a GIS frame, involving both 3D loca-
lization and orientation of a camera.
In our approach, such registration is obtained by matching

photographs taken in streets with geographic data. Since
we work with a 2D building layer and a 2D road layer, we
achieve a 2D localization and 3D orientation, assuming fa-
cades are vertical. As a feedback loop, our GIS-connected
Augmented Reality application will insert new 3D data in
the GIS, for instance facade textures and the associated se-
mantic information.
This article is structured as follows : part 2 presents a state
of the art about outdoor localization based on computer vi-
sion. Part 3 explains how image data is matched with GIS
data. Part 4 presents the results of our experiments and part
5 discusses the possible improvements and future work.

2 Existing work
Outdoor localization based on computer vision typically
relies on a model on the viewed scenes. However, some
applications get rid of any model and build a cloud of 3D
points modeling the scene, but the registration of such a
local model is still required [2, 1, 3, 4, 5].
The first type of model data used for outdoor localization is
street images, which have previously been registered in the
GIS frame. Such approaches rely on image matching and
triangulation as presented in [6]. The size of an image data-
base can get huge as its coverage grows, leading to non real
time computation. The first way traditionally explored to
overcome that limitation is reduction of computation time
through an optimized indexing algorithm [7, 8, 9, 6, 10].
The second way is reducing the database size with sim-
plified textures [11], spherical images [12] or region of
interests rather than complete images [13].
Vector data, for instance 3D wireframe building models,
are also used. Virtual tracking provides an accurate outdoor
localization [14, 15, 16] but initialization of the camera
pose is still a challenging issue. Posit algorithm [17] aims
at establishing automatic correspondences between images
and 3D model, but no result have been shown in an outdoor
environment. Use of GPS is interesting [18, 19] but the
accuracy in dense urban environment may not be enough
for pose initialization. Most of the approaches mentioned
above consider a 3D model of only 1 building and there-



fore, research of the right building in a GIS is not conside-
red. [20] uses a model made of a 2D map, containing seve-
ral buildings, but correspondences between images and 2D
model are found manually, which implies the user knows
how to establish such correspondences.
A third type of model, combination of vector data and tex-
tures, brings a better robustness and accuracy. Initialization
of the camera pose is still required, and differential GPS is
often considered [21, 22, 23, 24] in association to a swee-
ping algorithm. However, this kind of approach faces the
2 main limitations we find in approaches based only on
image data or only on vector data. On the one hand, crea-
tion of an image database with large coverage and accurate
registration in big cities seems currently out of reach. On
the other hand, no satisfying method has been found for
pose initialization using a model containing several buil-
dings.

3 Matching GIS and images
3.1 Geometry extraction from images
Our approach is based on facade extraction from the
images, based on the assumption that facades are vertical.
Vanishing points associated to the facades can be extrac-
ted using for instance [25] or [26]. The vertical vanishing
point is the same for every facade, and each facade is as-
sociated to 1 horizontal vanishing point. Based on our pre-
vious work [27], we can extract the width ratio between 2
neighbor facades and the angle between 2 facades even if
these are not neighbor facades. Each image measurement
is associated to a measurement uncertainty, which we pro-
pagate to the angles and width ratios measurements. Howe-
ver, it is not directly possible to extract length information
from the image, because of the unknown scale factor.

3.2 Segments queries in the GIS
Then this information is transformed into GIS queries. Our
GIS contains a 2D building layer, which is made of 2D
polygons representing building footprints, and a 2D road
layer made of polylines representing the median axis of
the roads. For 2 neighbor facades F1 and F2, we extract
an angle α and a width ratio r, associated with uncertainty
measurements. Those uncertainties are given as standard
deviations and are then transformed into tolerances δα and
δr. Then, we query in the GIS every couple of segments
(s1, s2) such that :
– s1 and s2 share a common extremity,
– s1 and s2 are separated by an angle belonging to [α −
δα, α+ δα]

– s1 and s2 are related by a length ratio belonging to [r −
δr, r + δr]

Figure 1 details how these queries work. We have then a
set of every possible couple of segments in the GIS buil-
ding layer, with correspondences between si segments and
Fi facades. Therefore we can compute a set of every pos-
sible pose. This number of possible poses can be seriously
reduced using consistency criteria. If more complex struc-

tures are identified in the images such as collections of n
neighbor facades, we can use more complex segments que-
ries, which will result in fewer possible poses than with
only 2 neighbor facades.

Figure 1 – Segments queries in the GIS building layer

3.3 Consistency queries in a GIS

First of all, if several unrelated angles and ratios are com-
puted from an image, several sets of possible poses are ge-
nerated and are then merged together. During the merging
of n poses layers, we can remove every pose which do not
belong to a group of n poses. In this query, as in every
other consistency query, we use tolerances which prevent
from deleting the true pose.

Secondly, we can tell from the image if there is a road bet-
ween the pose and the viewed facades. For each compu-
ted pose and using GIS road layer, we can obtain the same
information. If there is a contradiction between GIS and
image measurements, the pose is discarded. Similarly, we
can compute for each pose and using the building layer if
there is an obstruction by a building located between the
pose and the viewed facades. If such a situation occurs, the
pose is discarded, which allows us to discard any pose lo-
cated inside of a building. Figure 2 gives an obstruction
example.



Figure 2 – Example of obstruction query in the GIS buil-
ding layer

Thirdly, more precise measurements can be made in the
image, like azimuth measurements. For each possible pose,
a viewing polygon is computed, defined as follows : this
includes every point in the GIS that can be viewed from
the pose, in a particular angular domain and within a given
range distance (in our experiments this range distance was
about 100 m, which corresponds to the limit of the image
resolution to reliably distinguish vertical facades). This
viewing polygon contains every azimuth angle of viewed
vertical edges and every orientation of vertical facades,
which can also be computed from the images. For every
inconsistency between GIS and image measurements, the
pose is discarded. Definition of tolerances for such a query
is however difficult because it must take into account GIS
modeling errors. Figure 3 details how these queries work.

Figure 3 – Viewing Polygon used in a visibility query

3.4 Queries using several images

While consistency queries aim at cutting the number of
possible poses down to 1, it is not always possible to
achieve this goal only using 1 image. We have to com-
bine information coming from different pictures taken at
the same location, with varying orientations. One set of
possible poses is generated for each image, and are mer-
ged using a distance criterion. For n images, we should ob-
serve groups of n poses located within a tolerance distance
R, and every pose which do not meet this assumption are
discarded.

4 Experimental results
Our experiments were based in real data from the city of
Nantes, France. Our GIS data can be viewed on http://
www.geonantes.fr, and initially contains 7138 buil-
dings, which corresponds to a 3km2 area. We can remove
from this GIS every segment that cannot be viewed from
a street point of view, and as a result, we query a transfor-
med building layer containing 2715 polygons. Moreover,
we have taken a set of 28 street photographs, distributed
on 7 different sites. On each site, the different poses are
located within a circle of radius 10 m. Those photographs
were taken with the same focal length, and therefore we
consider that the internal camera parameters are known.
Radial distortions in the image have been corrected ba-
sed on OpenCV library. In our approach, vanishing points
are extracted automatically but recognition of the vertical
edges limiting facades, and definition of neighborhood re-
lationship between 2 facades is done manually. One can
notice that [28] gives an interesting approach for automa-
tic segmentation of the image into facades.
On the 28 images, 4 were found correctly positioned in
the GIS. 4 other images have not been located because the
number of possible poses was above 1. There were 20 fai-
lures.
– 8 failures were due to a problem in GIS data, and more

precisely 4 failures were due to a recent building, viewed
on the image but not present in the GIS (an example is
given in Figure 4), 3 errors were due to a wrong angle
between 2 facades in the building layer (an example is
given in Figure 5), and 1 error was due to a 3D struc-
ture which does not belong to a building but which was
considered as part of the building.

Figure 4 – Missing building in the GIS

http://www.geonantes.fr
http://www.geonantes.fr


Figure 5 – False angles in the GIS

– 8 failures were due to image measurements from the
user, and 7 of them occurred in a case of 180 degrees
angle between 2 facades : the vertical edge limiting 2 fa-
cades was not evaluated at the correct location on the
image. An example of this situation is shown on Fi-
gure 6, in which it is indeed difficult even for a human
user, to find the true correspondences between the GIS
building layer and the image.

Figure 6 – Difficult correspondences between Images and
GIS, due to 180 degrees angles

– 3 failures were due to the fact that we do not work with
the road width, but only with its median axis.

– 1 failure occurred because no entire facade was visible
on an image, and therefore no pose can be computed.

We also noticed that in the case there were no failures, po-
sition accuracy was less than 1 meter, which is very inter-
esting because this is enough for pose initialization using
visual tracking.

5 Discussion
5.1 Solving failures
Some improvements can be made to solve the failures lis-
ted in paragraph 4. First of all, use of multi-hypotheses ap-
proach could help find the right correspondences between
GIS and images in ambiguous cases, although it could ge-
nerate much more possible poses. In case of facades sepa-
rated by a 180 degrees angle, the vertical edges limiting 2
neighbor facades are difficult to find because they cannot
be found using vanishing points, only by texture analysis.
In case of a wrong GIS modeling, wrong segment orienta-
tion or over segmentation of a polygon, multi-hypotheses
approach could also help because such modeling errors oc-
cur in very special case that could be predicted. Secondly,
one could also increase tolerances used in queries so as to
take into account error modeling in GIS. Thirdly, we could
also take advantage of a width modeling for the roads.

5.2 Reducing the number of possible poses
We can also explore several ways to reduce the number of
possible poses. It depends on the number of considered po-
lygons in the GIS building layer, but also on the relative
orientations of the facades. For instance, unusual angles in
a city are easier to find than angles of 90 or 180 degrees,
which are extremely frequent in a city like Nantes. Use of
an accurate GPS would help reduce the number of poly-
gons to query, although GPS signals are hardly available
in dense city centers. Use of absolute orientation sensors,
even with a low precision, will help filter out many wrong
poses. However, this will really be useful if the distribution
of facade orientations in the city is isotropic.

5.3 Using 3D data
Use of 3D data allows highly selective pose filtering, but
we face the problems of availability, accuracy and reliabi-
lity of such data. Indeed, modeling of 3D data is much more
difficult that modeling of 2D data. On the one hand, cor-
respondences between images and 3D model will be ambi-
guous in some cases, which implies that human interaction
will be mandatory to establish such correspondences. On
the other hand, correspondences between images and 2D
model are also ambiguous because we do not take into ac-
count building height in inter visibility computation. As a
result, we plan for the future to work on the use of 3D data
using interactive approach.

6 Conclusion
We have proposed in this article an outdoor localization ap-
proach for street images, based on GIS building layer. Au-
tomatic correspondences between GIS and geometry ex-
tracted from the images result in a layer of every possible
pose. Wrong poses are then filtered out using consistency
criteria with building and road layer and also merging the
possible poses coming from several images. Experimental
results have shown that this approach is relevant, but limi-



tations appear like the ambiguity in correspondences bet-
ween images and 2D GIS. Many ways can be explored to
overcome these limitations, and chiefly multi-hypotheses
approach, use of 3D data, and multi view localization. Mo-
reover, it seems that interactive localization is more ro-
bust than automatic one. Therefore our future work also
includes a better integration of the user role during the lo-
calization process.
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